Fire Engineering
Performance based engineered
solutions for your new build

With 20 years of industry
experience, Fahrenheit Global’s
vision is to make the world a
safer place which is driven by our
philosophy to do the right thing.

Fire Engineering

The Fahrenheit Global Difference
Here at Fahrenheit Global we have a vision to make the world a safer
place. The company began providing fire engineering services to
safeguard properties and their occupants back in 2002. Since then our
motto to always “do the right thing” has held strong in all the works
carried out by the Fahrenheit Global team.
With close to 20 years of industry experience, our team of registered
Fire Engineers and private Fire Investigators ensure delivery of our
work with minimum fuss each time. Our goal is to provide our clients
with suitable access consultancy services, upgrades, checks and
investigation services as they require them with our philosophy “to do
the right thing” at the core of our business.
Having worked on a range of significant projects across the globe, our
experience, expertise, proactive attitude as well as attention to detail
allows us to provide a first-class spectrum of fire engineering services.
We endeavor to always uphold our core values which focus on
accountability, growth, innovation, delivering high-quality work and
putting our client’s needs first. These are the values that make
Fahrenheit Global the business it is today.

Our Fire Engineering
services are designed to ensure
compliance from the get-go
With a focus on performance-based design, we provide our clients
with the most suitable fire engineering solutions which comply
with the relevant codes. We keep abreast of the changes and
updates within the industry and we manage these as part of our
client’s expectations when they enlist our services.
Fire Safety Engineering at planning stage is paramount for several
processes including risk assessment and to ensure maximum
safety. Only a Registered Fire Engineer can provide you with the
specific services required to ensure your building is up to code.
Before our clients commence their construction it’s important that
they enlist the expertise of our Fire Engineering Consultants.
If you are in the process of planning a project, consider us for your
Fire Safety Engineering requirements.
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